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CAMELS AND COFFEE
THEIR ROLES IN NABATI POETRY AS
AIDS TO COMPOSITION AND MEANS OF TRANSMISSION

by
Saad A Sowayan

It is the domestication of the camel that made bedouin life and nomadic existence in the Arabian desert both necessary and possible. The bedouin is well aware of this fact and expresses his appreciation of the camels and their importance in his life by calling them the gift of the Lord. He derives immense pleasure from talking about his camels. They are inexhaustible source of bedouin lore, and conversation always leads back to them. A good part of the imagery, metaphor, motifs, and the whole aesthetic and linguistic repertoire of the Arabian oral literature relate to the camel.

The fascination of desert poets with the camel and their utilization of it as a poetic subject goes back to the earliest specimen of Arabian poetry. This poetic interest stems from the fact that this animal, aside from the general bedouin interest in camels, is the most efficient means of spreading poems. How a poetic message is to be transmitted from its composer to its recipient is usually spelled out in the poem itself, and integrated into it as a part of its overall thematic structure. It is in this part of the poem that the camel appears as a mean of transmission delivering messages, news, and events articulated in verses that are sung by camel riders and relayed by mounted travellers. The camel theme occupies the most prominent section of the qaṣīdah, that of the journey ar-rihāl, the extended introductory section describing the camel. This prelude is the most important part when it comes to the aesthetic and artistic components of the Arabian ode and it constitutes the backbone of the poem and the most nostalgic part of it. In this prelude, the poet exhibits his artistic skills and encyclopedic knowledge by giving detailed descriptions and expert portrayal of a fine camel mount. A riding camel ḍālīḥ, mustāyyih must be a thoroughbred of noble ancestry, not a common pack animal. She is graceful and alert with sharp glowing eyes, small pointed ears, graceful arched neck, long limbs, muscular shoulders, wide chest, erect hump, and broad, bulging ribs. She can travel tirelessly over long stretches of waterless desert, and she can graze on the run so that the rider does not lose valuable time.

This tradition has continued in Nabati poetry with a great deal of elaboration. It remained alive throughout the ages and continued with all its details till the car came to replace the camel and diminish its cultural role and curb its function as a mean of transportation. For desert poets living in an oral culture, the camel is not only a beautiful animal and an object of admiration. More than that, it is an aid to poetic composition and a means of dispersal of poetry. The poet mounts his camel to dispel his worries and to soothe his soul when it is agitated by the compositional urge. The classical poet Tarafaq says:

wo-‘inna la’umdī l-hamma ‘inda hiṣārīhī bi-camā’ a misqālīn taratīh wa-lagātātīh.

When overruled by worries, I find relief on the back of my mount, gaunt from much going and coming.

While the Bedouin poet Rida ibn Taarif from the Shammar tribe says:

1/ la’dād bālī gilā darānu ḍālīḥā ḫāṣṣa ‘alāhā kūnāha w-dīdārāmīsh.
2/ ḫāṣṣa ‘alāhā kūnāha w-imrūnū li-l birābīrīh wa-l-mīrābīrīh.

1/ When distressed, I call out: bring forth my mount, put on her saddle and my riding gear.
2/ Put on her saddle and I shall take leave; I must seek relief on desert roads.

Till recently, Nabati poets continued to handle the camel theme in the prelude to their poems as their jāhili predecessors did, and they even have a term for this part of the poem which they call ḫāṣṣa despatching of a mounted deputy. Frequently, a Nabati poem begins with a prelude of several lines enumerating the qualities of a fine riding camel which is preferably a barren female, because females are more docile and enduring than males, especially in winter, the rutting season. Also, a barren camel is stronger and more manageable than a pregnant or suckling camel because the strong attachment of the mother to her calf makes it quite difficult to separate the two.

The treatment of the camel theme differs from poet to poet. Some take the matter literally and give a factual catalogue, a realistic manual, so to speak, of a good riding camel. The more accomplished poets, however, are well aware of the fact that this is not a real life situation so much as an artistic device. For them, it is a poetic realm sometimes reflecting and sometimes deflating the real world. Some poets give only lip service to the subject dismissing it in few lines in the beginning of the poem. Others expand on it and go into the minutest details enumerating the exceptional qualities of the camel, specifying her age and pedigree, describing the riding gear, the tassels of the saddle bag, the color of the halter, and even the driving stick of the rider. The poet, then, goes on to expound on the daring and alertness of the rider, the various bedouin camps and water stations he passes on the way, the stars that guide him, the topographical features marking desert roads, the beasts and terrors of the wilderness, not to mention human enemies, as well as hospitable hosts.

Through poetic artistry and versification, the camel has turned into a mythical being; she runs so fast
her feet hardly touch the ground. The strikes of her hooves crush stones and shatter them in every direction like flying arrows. To urge his mythical mount to a higher speed, the poet sends after her starving carnivores or ties to her a wild cat to gnaw on her side with its sharp teeth and claws. Her speed is compared to an ostrich or a gazelle frightened by hunters, or to a thirsty grouse flying towards water. The quickness of her darting is likened to the swooping of an eagle or to a bucket laden with water which, having reached the top of the well, its pulling rope snapped and it plummeted into the bottom. Artistry reaches its peak when the marks of the saddle girths lining the sides of the mount are compared to the marks of drawing ropes on the rocky sides of a water well. The poet relishes in comparing the movement of the swishing tail of his mount to the unbraided plaits of a beautiful maiden dancing on her wedding night.

The poetic camel is left to graze on wild desert pastures, protected by daring lads who thwart with their lances any attack from jealous enemies eager to graze their own herds on such lush pastures. The camel stores fat and energy in her hump which grows visibly bigger and higher. She is never ridden or loaded but left to graze freely until the poet decides that an urgent matter has comes up to saddle her and go on a long journey. Having spent such a long time in the pastures of the wilderness, and having not been ridden all this time, she has become so wild and so untamed the rider could hardly manage to set the saddle on her back and ride her. Her hump has grown so big the saddle would hardly fit on her. She shies away from her own shadow and is startled by her saddle trappings. The mount is so vigorous and strong the rider has to hold tight on the rein lest her nervous jerks break it and the saddle. The camel starts the journey fat and strong, but by the end of the journey she is emaciated to mere skin and bones. The hump is completely gone and the back is sore and blistered, showing deep marks of the saddle and girths.

Going on a long journey in the open desert is a perilous and extremely difficult undertaking which may prove fatal to both camel and rider unless they both use their instincts and excellent senses and cooperate to avoid danger. The camel perceives danger quickly and alerts the rider by her movements, but she never growsl, for a growing camel can easily attract enemies. An experienced rider never ill-treats his mount, but always looks after her needs. If the camel dies from exhaustion, the rider may perish with her. Through the difficulties of a long and hard journey, a mutual and intimate bond develops between the camel and the rider who empathizes with his mount and comes to appreciate the camel qualities of endurance and fortitude. Frequently, the poet engages the camel in a dialogue in which each of them gives consolation and encouragement to the other. The silent painful groaning of the camel under him symbolizes for the poet his own suffering and heartaches humūm. The sorrow the journeying poet feels over the separation from his loved ones and fellow tribesmen is echoed by the tender sighs of the camel yearning after her young and after her companions in the herd. The camels exhibit such strong attachment, not only to their kind but also to humans, who share with them the vocabularies relating to tender feelings and emotions, such as attachment yāmān, affection wilf, and yearning karīn. When the camel sees her young, milk starts dripping from her udders or, as the bedouin say, kātif, a word sharing the same root as kātīf meaning kindness and charity to the weak and needy.

It is not unusual for a poet to address his poem to, or compose it in honor of a person who may be separated from him by the vast tracts of desert wastes. The urgency of the matter recorded in the poem and the dangers on the road call for the proper mount with the necessary qualifications of strength and speed. Here, the camel turn into a tool, an instrument that abolishes distances and relays poems from tribal chief to tribal chief, from poet to poet, or from a lover to his love. The following is a poem addressed by Si doun al-Waaji, Chief of al-Ja aafirī section of the Anazah tribe, to his son Gaab, who was then camping in the Syrian desert, imploring him for help against an adversary:

1/ yâ-râkibin min cindindî fâg miyâdbîl mânûn gattâ al-farâfî ila anwât.
2/ cind al-fidîlîh ciid yômên b-insâdlîn awwil grâñum gîl yâ-dîf hûyât.
3/ hîrân ciîgîn w-taww mà shagg lîh nâbîl ciîgî al-grâ waddîl râjân lihum sit.
4/ w-ilîyâ rîkîthîn darbhîh xall al-agûdîl w-inhar l-najîn al-jadîy kâhant maaddât.
5/ Si istam w-salîm li cîlâ al-qâb w-iljâbîl sallîm cîlâ maaddân gênî ila anwât.
7/ giî lîh tadâ shânîx himan ciîgî mà shâbîl ya-egûl w-âlâh gâldônî w-dalât.
8/ ya-egûb haddônî cîlâ kîr mà tâblî gâlau tawdar min wara al-mâ w-taaddât.
9/ min ciîgî mà ni šîrînum cind al-agûdîl w-ilîyâ balashûm gâlitîn mà titegêt.
1/ Farewell, rider on a speedy, well-bred camel fit to travel desolate wastes.
2/ In a scant two days you reach liberal hosts who receive guests with warm welcome.
3/ Noble and young, her molars are not out yet, after you are refreshed, take leave of the gallant hosts.
4/ Ride your mount and follow the tracks in a strange country; travel north, keeping the Pole Star before your eyes.

5/ Go in safety and carry my verses to 'Gaab and Hjaab; give my greetings to my dear sons.

6/ Give a special salutation to 'Gaab, the valiant lad, protector of the weak and the oppressed.

7/ Tell him that Shaamix has become a brazen man in his old age; by God, O 'Gaab, he oppresses me so.

8/ O 'Gaab, bitter is the taste of defeat; now I am forced to stay away from the tribal wells.

9/ While before I was the champion of the tribal cause, the hero on the battlefield.

Poetic correspondence between desert chiefs used to be the primary means of delivering a threat, declaring war, or proposing peace. Such poems were transmitted in a formal manner. A delegation of well-mounted, gallant riders, whose mounts were of the same breed and exotic color, was dispatched with the poetic message. The following are a few lines from a threat poem addressed by one chief to another:

1/ Ya-ridh al-ma lashagh al-jinud/mu hawbadh tamar latn tajmuna.

2/ Fij an-nahr mhsajal a-yidnul min sas senin hajjul-smn.

3/ Yajif il-misit tarqi al-cleanminul/gil iradul man jaywikum sarj mulina.

4/ Na jad al-anil min siyirat al-hanindul/awadi min riy al-mawjulul-smn.

5/ Nifakfun min laatin min-tidindal min duninun sam al-aetul-qazan.

6/ Ma hln b-wat jadindin l-mdinindinul kasin b-al-din min halqyiyi rdina.

1/ Hail, you rider on a barren mount whose breasts were never suckled by a calf; one of eight identical camels, she is not alone.

2/ Their chests are wide, their legs are spotted with white, thoroughbreds of Omani origin.

3/ You will alight by the camp of Mislit, the scion of noble ancestors; tell him to quit his land, we wish to take possession of their wells.

4/ We wish to graze our camel herds there, sweet to the ear is their growling; we fatten them on coveted pastures.

5/ We protect them against enemy tribes, we herd them bearing our long lances.

6/ We did not inherit them from our ancestors; they are the milch camels of our adversaries, which we took by force.

At other times, a poet addressed his composition not to a particular individual but to a whole group. An example of this is the poem entitled al-xaluf, which Muhammad al-'ouni composed to exhort the people of al-Qasim to revolt against Ibnt Rashid. al-'ouni says:

1/ Ya-xurshin min fag sarragi al-wlul hnmnul ila sirat qma dhlaha.

2/ Hayil timnun snin ma misq xalfhul whd birkat l-arshul jumlat kydaha.

3/ Ld bldil l-jazmin il gi shiddahul wldbit can al-fsulul mdqshih hhdehaha.

4/ Ld tdrivin b-al-dxrd min gi b-hdshiuhi shil gribitin w-jq dhdhul qdla.

5/ Ld shd xj li b-arqsan gadir swhil obllg jy digg al-mdshul jldaha.

6/ Awk ych-al-mshlt b-as-sr w-as-srill w-dshrk nml al-lq rnik yndaha.

7/ Ld siratn chshin w-xmsin mgarib mirwshuk al-mdndn mhndn-mdln.

8/ Ld jy sgl al-qasir yshk gilmh l-taqsr b-znd b-lrshn n-d lda.

9/ Yjldul lq ych-dh chndh l-mdikl bldnl nqjndn rgnin wish jrd laha.

10/ Gil kll bldnl d-qsm w-gndul l-wd-szm smaw dtn jskh jldaha.

11/ Hsl darikum min rghikum tandb d-tar jdk l-sml b-mdn w-xizul laha.

1/ Hail! Rider on a fine mount which steals distances with her swift pace; a spirited wild beast, she is startled by her own shadow.

2/ An eight-year-old barren camel, never suckled by a calf, nor clothed with curry loads.

3/ Now that an urgent matter has come up, saddle her, but hold tight to the rein lest she jerk away.

4/ Pay no mind to the saddlebag, there is no time for fancy trappings; just carry a waterskin and balance it with your provisions.

5/ After you load, hold the rein and halt and listen to me, let me impart to you an urgent message with all the details.

6/ Hearken, messenger! You must travel day and night, and must not let your eyes slumber.

7/ After traveling for ten and five days due west, you will reach al-Meydaan. Then, let your mount loose to graze.

8/ When you come to the afternoon market, you will meet sturdy lads whose leather sandals tread on their flowing silken robes.

9/ They will ask you, O good man, let us have your tidings, the land of Najd, what happened to it after we left?
10/ Tell them that the men of al-Qasieim and other regions rose up to liberate their homelands from tyranny.

11/ Except for your homeland which you fled, leaving her crying for revenge. She pines for past generations (who were more gallant than you); how I feel sorry for her.

If the poet cannot deliver the poem himself, he may send it with a traveling party or a courier whom he entrusts to deliver the poem verbatim to the person for whom it is intended. In such a case, the courier must be an eloquent orator and a gifted reciter so that he can drive home the poem’s message and influence public opinion. He moves from hearth to hearth and from one assembly to another in order to spread the poem swiftly and extensively. This deputy is chosen with great care, he is described by the poet as an intelligent, alert, bold, and articulate man who traverses desert wastes on a noble camel mount. The deputy never closes his eyes, he might forget the poem if he fell asleep, and he continually urges on his mount by singing the verses of the poem, going over them again and again lest he forget any of them. After describing the deputy, his mount, and the desert road, the poet turns to the main topic of his composition by addressing the deputy thus: "And when you alight by so-and-so (i.e., the recipient of the poem), tell him that . . ." In the remaining verses, the poet spells out the poetic message and praises or vilifies the intended recipient, depending on the occasion and the circumstances. These are the introductory verses from a poem by Nimr ibn Adwaan:

1/ Ya-reqibin min <indina fag niddill mumnun gasham al-qasa yom nadil.
2/ hirmin kitum w-la h-bussih yiiddill w-ilu mishah yashhi girin al-qaydi.
3/ fagih ghadim la haraj li yifdill binaliyin ma hu xazat al-kaddil.
4/ yidid kalamin min dimeri yifdill min nimr ibin <adwain li-jadil fadi.
5/ yadind wa rajwe etc...in tmidid rajwa al-yahdi l-li-hakar al-gyadi.

1/ Farewell rider on spirited mount; stout camel, she dashed off and nearly broke the saddle.

2/ A noble beast; she does not growl, nor does she grumble loudly; she moves fast, catering like spirited gazelles.

3/ Mounted by a youth eloquent when he speaks, merry spirited, not of the slothful kind.

4/ He recites verses I composed with care; addressed by me, Nimr ibn Adwaan, to Jedy.

5/ O Jedy, My friend, I mark time hoping for my love; a false hope; like the hope of Jews for the return of their camels.

(The legend has it that the Arabs stole the camels from their original owners, the Jews who are still waiting and hoping in vain to get them back). When the deputy arrives at the place of the person for whom the poem is intended, he is given water, coffee, and food to allay his thirst and hunger. After this routine hospitality, his fatigue dispersed, the deputy is besieged with questions by the hosts and the assembled guests who are always curious to hear fresh news. At this point, after an appropriate introduction, the deputy begins to recite the poem to the attentive assembly, exactly as he learned it from the poet. The deputy will remain with the host for several days and will have many occasions to repeat the poem in the presence of the host and his guests. As an example of this, here is the introductory section of a poem by the Anazi poet Ghaanim al-Lmei:

1/ Ya-releb all min riaq ast-shaminadil / lola ar-rsan b-ar-ras mai yinigiwi lah.
2/ banxe hirmin min ghadim al-qasam / wi-m arribabin ma hawbhin hamilah.
3/ dahe ad-drage mhapusabin b-shamadi / killish daa al-yad ma d HDDU jihlah.
4/ akwadha xan noxh zorad bi-fadil / xiwil an-nissnas hirmin jililah.
5/ takfil min dhaad al-qasa ba-ad-adihdil / xatin daa rakka lebaa min shillah.
6/ takfil daa ba-ad-nida w-al-mnuuwad / betin gidim w-min bi-fadin ni la.
7/ taglit daa firah ast-shylyx an-nidjil / taga dacel xinigmin ad-dibilah.
8/ yijik gaiim b-al-yidin as-sirail / bi-mdhabbarin yi gidi xawa ar-ras hah.
9/ w-la ja al-qasah yigdi ya-xol gim hate / shiniyitin yarxo naxin xislah.
10/ ma tinjigda lola qonlyq giviyyad / min girrha al-xifin w-smn hila.
11/ is-yish al-xashya xarhan / cada ad-daf nishdil / marliym in ism al-m-qezib yilah.
13/ tan锡ifail w-ilal al-gisidyk kitarad / w-as-sigga ma yiyzi xifihan hi la.
1/ Riders on camels of the Sharamaat breed, guided by halters tied to their heads.

2/ Descendants of a noble stud, high-bred of ancient ancestry, carefully bred, not of the common sort.

3/ Noblest of the noble, their genitals are covered, their owners lead them only to studs of unadulterated ancestry.

4/ The upper parts of their foreleg do not rub against their breasts, with long spines, red of color and big
of size.
3/ They flinch at the shake of the driving stick, Their riders were nearly thrown down by their fast gait.
4/ You alight by the tent of a chief famous for his generosity and valor, of ancient nobility whose leadership is well established.
5/ You sit with the chiefs on clean rugs, you find brave men sitting there.
6/ Quickly he stands up to hand you a spicy cup with fragrance that clears your dizziness.
7/ When time comes for supper, he calls out for Khleif, the servant, to bring forth a tray so big they ask for helpers to drag it.
8/ They grasp it by its strong handles to carry it, filled with meat of fat lambs and sheep.
9/ After supper comes the time to question the guest, it is certain that the host will inquire.
10/ Then recite to him exquisite verses composed by al-Lmei, Not by a jabbering nuskmull.
11/ Poems are plenty but my verses are novel, I speak the truth which should offend no one.

As this example shows, when the poet or his deputy arrives at the tent of the intended recipient of the poem, who is usually the tribal chief or some principal member of the tribe, etiquette of hospitality dictates that before he is engaged in any serious discussion, he is first welcomed by the gathered assembly and given nourishment which starts with coffee and ends with a sumptuous banquet. Coffee is not only a part of this ritual hospitality, but its most important and ceremonial part as shown by examples presented here. Like the camel, the subject of coffee figures prominently in Nabati poetry. Many a poet begins his composition with a few lines describing the details of serving and making of coffee. Just as they did with the camel, Nabati poets have managed to integrate the coffee subject in the introduction of the poem and tie it with the process of poetic composition and transmission.

When the poet feels the spark of inspiration stirring inside him, he rides his camel and roams the desert, or else fixes himself a cup of coffee to clear his head and help him compose. Coffee making is as elaborate and absorbing as composition. Coffee making and poetic composition are both patterned activities, each is in some way a mimesis of the other. While the poet makes his coffee he also makes his poem, deciding its rhyme, meter, and opening line, which is called mishadd, from the verb shadd to saddle a camel mount, because the other verses of the poem ride upon the first line; that is, they depend on it, in rhyme and meter. By the time coffee is ready, the poem is well on its way. As he sips his coffee, the poet reviews his poem, revises its verses, and adds some finishing touches. This is the opening section of a poem by Ibn J eith:

2/ adni 'alā kēfī dullīn nūfisā! w-ḥarīyyiit yastā lēkh kīl lāmis.
3/ adīnā 'alā kēfī nā-nga w-ad-harag! w-adīggha 'alā hūnī b-eņ al-mahārīs.
4/ adīggha w-ṣaṣšīn 'igib fi-haib! b-nīhīn fi-dātūn ṣayyīn l-ad-maṣafīs.
5/ ṣaṣšīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn kītī ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
6/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ān ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
7/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
8/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
9/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
10/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
11/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
12/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
13/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
14/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
15/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
16/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
17/ ṣaṣṣīn 'alā nasaan ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣaṣṣīn ṣayyīn l-ad-ṣākar yāfīnīs.
Now my mind is put at ease and I start composing. I am awake and my eyes wide open. I set my verses to rhyme and meter, alone by myself with no envious grudger to spy on my inner thoughts. I pondered to whom should I present my panegyric verses, I am not the one who would praise just anyone. I looked for a trusted friend to accompany me on my journey, a reliable man who is not a babbler in assemblies. The most suited to fulfill my wish, always ready to go, whether at midday or midnight. I asked guidance from the Lord and decided to depart, I brought my barren stout mount. Her feet are solid from much going and coming, used to traveling on desert roads. So vigorous she nearly broke the saddle, when I let go of the halter she darts away in full force. A noble mount descending from Farah, her mother, and Jdey i, her father. I put on her my provisions and water skin, I pick up my stick and ride with my slave. She travels so fast by late afternoon she puts the settlement of Feid behind her or to the left of her, she sails like a boat with a raised canvas. I give my greetings, sincere and devoid of deceit, sweat as honey and tender as silk. To a man worthy of my verses and responsive to my complaints, my shield when the wind of misfortune blows in my direction.

Muhammad, the verdant pasture in drought years, when grass withers and the land is barren. Coffee assemblies around the hearth in the tent of a gallant nomad or in the coffee-chamber of a noble citizen, where men gather to sip coffee and exchange news served as podiums where poets, reciters, and eloquent men recited poetry. Behind the hearth sits the host, who is continually busy with the fire and the preparation of coffee. The guests sit on the floor forming two lines facing each other. Important guests sit closest to the hearth, the more important, the closer. Uninvited guests and men of lower rank sit at the end, by the door, near the outside, where guests remove and leave their sandals. (To indicate the low status of a man, one says, "So-and-so sits near the sandals.") Such guests rarely participate in the conversation, and they are the last to be served coffee. The conversation is concentrated around the fire-hearth.

After a few rounds of coffee, and after all the important men have been introduced to one another and have chatted for a while, there is a sudden lull in the conversation, followed by a moment of silence. Then, the host or one of the senior guests near the hearth asks a question such as: "By the way, which of you, honored men of this assembly, knows the poem composed by so-and-so on such-and-such occasion?" This prompts one of the guests to recite the poem and the occasion which led to its composition. This recitation may be followed by a discussion of the historical accuracy and artistic merit of the poem. If another poet has composed a response to the first poem, then that response may also be recited by whoever knows it. From there, the discussion may drift to which tribe has the best poets, or who is the poet most esteemed by the people and whose verses are the most appealing. Such questions can split the assembly into different factions which engage in a lively discussion interspersed with choice poetic examples.

Coffee serving constitutes the most important and ceremonious element of desert hospitality and the entertainment of and socializing with guests. When a host first perceives guests coming, he rushes to meet and welcome them. As soon as their mounts are coached, he rakes the hearth and strikes a blazing fire to make coffee. Soon, the host begins to roast the coffee beans. Then, he grinds his mortar and starts pounding of the roasted beans with measured strokes, with an occasional rap on the rim of the mortar to give variety to the beat. Lightening of fire and pounding of mortar are the two most prominent icons of hospitality in the desert. They guide night travellers to the tents of hospitable hosts. The rhythmic pounding of the brass mortar is soothing music to the ears of the weary travelers who, having been travelling on the backs of their camel mounts in cold winter nights wearing very scanty clothes, gather round the fire to warm their frozen limbs. After crossing the empty and dreary wastes the guests are delighted by the sight of the fire lighting up the darkness of the wilderness, and by the cheerful pounding of the mortar, and the smell of the smoke of the burning tamarisk wood, and the roasting coffee beans and the crushed cardamom and the boiling coffee pots. All these delightful sensations give pleasure and relaxation to the weary desert travellers whose tongues are loosened by such refreshment and they begin to spin eloquent rhapsodies of tales and verses.

The host performs every step in this ritual coffee preparation ceremoniously and with the utmost dignity. With welcoming gestures and pleasantries, he tries to put his guests at ease and let them feel that
they have done him the honor with their presence. He tries to fix for them a truly refreshing cup for them which, besides its good taste, looks, in the words of poets, like henna on the fair hands of a beautiful bride, a cup that will banish fatigue and clear the head. They call coffee káf "that substance that sets the mood right"; and they call it mwannish because it brings uns which means camaraderie and joy and it helps remove barriers between the host and guests. Notice how the coffee theme is weaved into the following verses by Hneif ibn S eidaan:

1/ yá yán yá-hal náyfá al-miṣāníl al-kil tafif min diá al-marāžág.
4/ ḫáránín w-illa baná al-máñálíl raqůráñíhín law yadíríh al-xíf ma láíg.
5/ ríddu kalám háf y-ah al-gál gál háf náfín tábríg.
6/ ín kán fikum y-ad-daláyil dóril álil yákúg ash-shéf yabdá ash-shawáálíg.
7/ tilmín badína tásríwán gáránlíl fi darb wasmiyyih w-gibála shítáaríg.
8/ w-béitn lya shíyúd kibir al-mibdínil/yshádi kíma álil náyfah min šáríñíg.
9/ w-nárín tsháðí l-dí-fádir b-dí-bíyáníl w-qind al-esá tasmar l-níjríh tákádíg.
10/ níjrí h-sháshal al-xála mírábnáníl álá láqúj ysháðí g-al-zaal táshlíg.
11/ háb al-yímn w-d-dél w-zár-fáránlíl bi-dáúl bídín míúl wáaf al-garááníg.

1/ Haif riders on lanky mounts, spirited camels, startled by the movement of their gear.

2/ Their riders drive them with pliant rattan sticks, their reddish eyes constantly gaze in fear at the stakes of their drivers.

3/ They travel faster than falcons and sand grouses, or eagles flying in the early morning.

4/ Noble mounts of Omani breed, their speed enable their riders to cross desolate wastes fearlessly.

5/ Memorize the verses of Hneif, you riders on eight camels, verses composed by Hneif with no blemish.

6/ Oh, experienced travellers, choose the alert amongst you with sharp eyes, let him climb a high post to look out for the camp.

7/ Where you will alight by bedouin who own herds of white camels; camped on the road to Wasmiiyih, west of Shibaaríg.

8/ Go to the erected tent of the chief, huge in size, as large as the high dunes of Sa aaf'g.

9/ The blazing fire lights up the darkness. You hear the loud pounding of mortar at sunset.

10/ A mortar that welcomes night travellers in the desert, its hard pounding makes your heart aches.

11/ Mocha beans, cardamom, and saffron are mixed in clean pots, white as cranes.

Throughout the ages desert poets kept on chiselling delicately with their artistic tools on the two themes of coffee and camel till eventually they were extricated from the mother poem and were blown up into full fledged poems in their own right. There are poets who achieved fame through their camel poems. Others achieved fame through their coffee poems. But, although camels are more crucial to nomadic life, coffee turned out to be more fertile as a poetic subject, even though it was introduced rather late into the desert scene.

Bedouin poets differ in their treatment of the coffee theme from the hadari poets who treated coffee merely as a poetic subject giving elaborate details of the process of its making and serving. The hadari poet usually ends up drinking his coffee alone while composing his poem. Town poets did not infuse their coffee poems with human and chivalrous qualities, as was the case with bedouin poets who found in coffee a rich theme which they employed skillfully to stress tribal values and nomadic codes. Bedouin poets, knights, and tribal chiefs found in the ritual act of preparing and serving of coffee a poetic theme that has been no less important in the make-up of the Arabian poem than the camel, or, for that matter, the moving tribe and the deserted encampment.

From his carefully prepared coffee pot, the bedouin poet offers the first cup of honor to the worthy man of deed who deserves it; he who single-handedly covers the retreat of his comrades, he who drives pursuers away from those comrades whose mares are slow, he who assists fallen comrades, and, above all, to the generous man who has around his tent mounds of ashes and coffee dreggs resembling the dirt heap of a recently dug water well and whose tent flaps are always dripping with grease because of the many guests who wipe their hands on them after partaking of their host's sumptuous meals. Coffee is served in bedouin tents to men of courage and men of hospitality. They do not offer the cup to scoundrels and cowards who do not accompany men on raids, nor to the greedy and base men who nurture their herds of sheep to sell in the market instead of slaughtering them to feed hungry guests and weary travellers.

The symbolic and ritual significance of Arabic coffee is manifested by the way it is prepared and
served, compared, for example, to Turkish or American coffee. While bedouin women do all the cooking chores and preparation of food for guests, coffee making is the prerogative of men only. It used to be forbidden for women to come near coffee utensils or make coffee, let alone drink it. Since it was first introduced into the Arabian desert, coffee has become a symbol of chivalry and manly qualities. It has offered a perfect substitute for the wine theme and the associated concept of *fuwwad* noble manliness in *jawili* poetry. The description of coffee preparation and the values associated with its serving reminds us of the opening lines of the *muccalladh* by Amr ibn Kalthoum.

Serving of coffee is no less ceremonious than the making of it. Indeed, the serving of coffee is a ritual act fraught with symbolic significance. When coffee is served, the hero is always presented with the first cup. But as the cup passes on the right from one man to the next, it bypasses idle men, who are not given coffee until the more respected men have drunk the first round. It is a grave insult to call a man *ya m'aggab al-fínjâl* "thou who art bypassed when the cup goes round". Before a major battle, the tribal chief pours a cup of coffee saying "this is the cup of so and so who will drink it? and he names the most feared warrior in the enemy camp. Whoever drinks the cup commits himself to meeting that enemy warrior in a duel and try to kill him."